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Introduction
ofweight2 and squarefreelevel N. Its FouriercoeffiLet f be a newform
cientsgeneratea ringOf whosefractionfieldKf has finitedegreeoverQ. Fix
an imaginaryquadraticfieldK of discriminant
to
primeto N, corresponding
a DirichletcharacterE. The L-seriesL(f /K, s) = L(f, s)L(f 0 E, s) of f over
K has an analyticcontinuationto the whole complexplane and a functional
equation relatingL(f/K, s) to L(f/K, 2 - s). Assume that the sign of this
functionalequation is 1, so that L(f/K, s) vanishesto even orderat s = 1.
This is equivalentto sayingthat the numberof primefactorsof N whichare
inertin K is odd. Fix any such prime,say p.
The fieldK determinesa factorizationN = N+N- of N by takingN+,
resp. N- to be the productof all the primefactorsof N whichare split,resp.
'Partially supported by grants fromMURST, CNR, and EC.
2Partially supported by CICMA and by grants fromCNR, FCAR, and NSERC.
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inertin K. Given a ring-classfieldextensionH of K of conductorc primeto
N, writeHn forthe ring-classfieldof conductorcp'. It is an extensionof H
of degreeen := 2u-1(p + I)pn-l, whereu is the orderofthe groupof rootsof
unityin the order0 of K of conductorc. Recall that p splits in H/K, and
the primesof H above p are totallyramifiedin Hn. For n > 1, a construction
explainedin [BD1, ?2.5] allowsus to definea compatiblecollectionofHeegner
pointsPn over Hn on a certainShimuracurveX. In the notationsof [BD1,
?1.3], X is the curveXN+PN-/P overQ attachedto an Eichlerorderof level
quaternionalgebraof discriminant
N+p in the indefinite
N-7p.
Let J be the jacobian of X, Jn the Neronmodel of J over Hn, and 4Pn
the groupof connectedcomponentsat p of Jn.More precisely,
4Pn = fflp@pp:

where Ip is the groupofconnectedcomponentsofthe fiberat p of Jnand the
sum is extendedoverall the primesp of Hn above p.
Definea Heegnerdivisoran := (Pn) - (WNPn), whereWN is the AtkinLehnerinvolutiondenotedWN+pN-/pin [BD 1, ?1.8]. We viewan as an element
of Jn,and let ?n be its naturalimage in 4Pn.
We have foundthat the positionof ?n in IPnis encoded in the special
values of the L-functionsattachedto cusp formsof weight2 on X twistedby
charactersX of A := Gal(H/K).
More precisely,observethat the Galois groupGal(Hn/K) acts on J(Hn)
and on Jn. Sincethe primesabovep are totallyramifiedin Hn/H, the induced

A. Definee := P c x1(g)g E Z[X][A],and
actionon IPnfactorsthrough

let

OX := e an-

The ring 7rgeneratedover Z by the Hecke correspondenceson X acts
in a compatibleway on J(Hn), Jn and 4In. Write Ofq: 7r -? Of forthe
homomorphism
associatedto f by the Jacquet-Langlandscorrespondence(cf.
[BD1, ?1.6], and let rf E 7r0 Kf be the idempotentcorresponding
to Of. Fix
a-.
nf E Of so that Tj= nfrffbelongsto 7r Of, and definejjfX
rTjf
The group In is equipped witha canonicalmonodromypairing

[ , In: n X n -- /
which we extend to a hermitianpairing on Ion 0 Of [X] with values in
Kf [X]/O0[X],denoted in the same way by abuse of notation. Our main result is:
THEOREM

A. Suppose thatX is a primitive character of A. Then

[(awaxn

=

1

L(fn/Kxi1)

d .u2 nf

(mod Of [X]),

where(f,f) is thePeterssonscalar productof f withitself,and d denotesthe
discriminantof 0.
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The proofis based on Grothendieck'sdescriptionof In [Groth],on the
workof Edixhovenon the specializationmap fromJ, to In [Edix],and on a
slightgeneralization
ofGross'formulaforspecialvaluesofL-series[GrI] (which
we assume in this paper and whichwill be containedin [Dag]). TheoremA
can be viewedas a p-adic analyticanalogue of the Gross-Zagierformula,and
was suggestedbythe conjecturesofMazur-Tate-Teitelbaum
in
typeformulated
[BD1, Ch. 5]. It is considerablysimplerto provethanthe Gross-Zagierformula,
as it involvesneitherderivativesofL-seriesnorglobalheightsofHeegnerpoints.
The above formulahas a numberof arithmeticapplications. Let Af be
the abelian varietyquotientof J associatedto of by the Eichler-Shimura
construction.Followingthe methodsofKolyvagin,we can use the Heegnerpoints
an to constructcertaincohomologyclasses in H1 (H, (Af)en), whose local behaviouris relatedvia TheoremA to L(A f/K,X,1) = Hl,L(f a/K, x, 1), where
a rangesoverthe set ofembeddingsof Kf in Q. This can be used to studythe
structureof the x-isotypicalcomponentAf(H)X := exAf(H) c Af(H) 0 Z[X]
of the Mordell-WeilgroupAf(H). In particular,we show:
THEOREMB.

If L(Af /K,x,1) is nonzero,thenAf(H)X is finite.

When X = X, this resultalso followsfromthe workof Gross-Zagier[GZ]
and Kolyvagin-Logachev
[KL], but ifX is nonquadraticthe previoustechniques
cannotbe used to studythese questions.
It is worthstatingthe following
two corollariesof TheoremB.
COROLLARY C.

Let E/Q be a semistable elliptic curve, and assume that

L(E/Q,1) is nonzero. Then E(Q) is finite.

Proof. By the fundamentalworkof Wiles and Taylor-Wiles(cf. [W] and
[TW]), E is modular. A theoremofWaldspurger[Wald]ensuresthe existence
of an imaginaryquadratic fieldK such that L(E/K, 1) is nonzero. Then
TheoremB impliesthat E(K), and henceE(Q), are finite.
The previouslyknownproofinvokesan analyticresultofBump-FriedbergHoffstein[BFH] and Murty-Murty
[MM], accordingto whichthereexists an
auxiliaryimaginaryquadraticfieldK such that all the primesdividingN are
splitin K and the firstderivativeL'(E/K, 1) is nonzero.In this setting,there
is a Heegnerpoint in E(K), arisingfromthe modularcurveparametrization
Xo(N) --> E. This point has infiniteorderby the formulaof Gross-Zagier
[GZ]. Then Kolyvagin'stheorem[Ko] impliesthat E(K) has rank one, and
that E(Q) is finite.This proofis moregeneralthan ours, since it applies to
all modularellipticcurves,and also yieldsthe finitenessof the ShafarevichTate groupof E. Our proofdependscruciallyon the existenceof a primep of
multiplicativereduction,and only establishesthe finitenessof the p-primary
part of the Shafarevich-Tate
group.
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TheoremB allows us to controlthe growthof Mordell-Weilgroupsover
anticyclotomic
Zh-extensions,
addressinga conjectureof Mazur [Ma2]. Let f
and K be as at the beginningofthissection.Let 1, . . ., fk be primesnot dividing N, and let Koo denotethe compositumofall the ring-classfieldextensions
of K of conductorof the form l ... fk, where ni,... ,nk are nonnegative
integers.Thus, the Galois groupof KQO/Kis isomorphicto the productof a
finitegroupby Zj, x ... x 74k,
COROLLARY D. AssumethatL(Af/K,X,1) 7 0 foralmostall finiteorder
charactersof Gal(K,,/K). Then the Mordell-Weil groupAf(Ko:) is finitely
generated.

(See the details ofthe proofin ?8.) Computationsof root numbersshowthat
L(f/K, x, s) vanishesto even order at s = 1 for all X as above, and it is
expectedthat L(f/K, x, 1) be nonzeroforalmost all X. (For resultsin this
direction,see [Rol] and [Ro2].) We remarkthat a resultsimilarto CorollaryD
forthe cyclotomicZh-extension
ofQ has been announcedrecentlyby K. Kato.
TheoremsA and B providea techniqueto study "analyticrank-zerosituations" in termsofHeegnerpointsofconductordivisibleby powersof a prime
p ofmultiplicative
reductionforAf and inertin K. What makesthispossible,
ultimately,is a "changeof sign" phenomenon:If L(f/K, s) vanishesto even
order,and X is an anticyclotomic
characterof conductorcp' withc primeto
N, then L(f/K, X, s) vanishesto odd order,and thereare Heegnerpointson
Af definedoverthe extensioncut out by X. The previousapplicationsof the
theoryofHeegnerpoints,such as the analyticformulaof Gross-Zagierand the
methodsof Kolyvagin,occur in situationswhereL(f/K, s) and L(f/K, X, s)
both vanishto odd order.
Acknowledgements.
We are very gratefulto Bas Edixhovenforwriting
an appendixto this paper, whichprovidesa crucialstep towardsprovingour
results.We also thankthe refereeforusefulremarks.
1. Gross' formula for special values of L-series
We keep the notationsof the introduction.Let B be the definitequaternion algebra ramifiedat the primesdividingN-. Let R1, . .., Rt denote representativesforthe isomorphism
classes of the orientedEichlerordersof level
N+ in B (see [Rob, ?1.6] and [BD1, ?1.1]). Define
m:= z R, D-

@E) Rt

to be the freeZ-moduleofformalZ-linearcombinationsofthe Ri. (This is the
moduledenotedby JN+,N- in [BD1].) Let
(, ): M x M

-

Z
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be the pairingdefinedby the rule (Ri, Rj) = 6ijwi, wherewi is one halfthe
order of RX.

Let 0 be a fixedorientedorderofK ofconductorc (see [BD1, ?2.2]), with
c primeto N. A Gross pointof conductorc is an optimalembedding
b: 0 -> Ri,
i =1, ... ,t, preserving the orientations on 0 and Ri. Here, two Ri-valued
embeddingsare identifiedif they are conjugate under the natural action of
RX. The set ofthe Grosspointsofconductorc is endowedwitha naturalfree
and transitiveaction of the groupA = Pic(0) (see [BD1, ?2.3]).
Fix a Gross point A. For g E A, write(, resp. 49 forthe naturalimage
of b,resp. /9 in M. Let (x be 9C X-l(g)g9 E M 0 Z[X] and let (fx be the
elementrTf
we have:
(X of M 0 Of [X]*With the notationsof the introduction,
THEOREM 1.1.

Suppose thatX is primitive.Then

(4X,(f'x) = L(f /KIX,1) Vd. (u/2)2 . nf

The above formulais provedin [Grl] only when N is a primenumberand
c= 1, so that X is an unramified
character.One can checkthat the methods
of Grossextenddirectlyto this moregeneralsetting;see the workin progress
[Dag].
2. Bad reduction of Shimura curves
We reviewresultson the bad reductionat p ofX and Jn, due to DeligneRapop.ort,Drinfeld,Grothendieck,
and Raynaud. In [Dr],Drinfeldconstructs
a model Xz of X overZ, i.e., a projectiveschemeoverZ whose genericfiber
is equal to X. The definition
of Xz is via moduli: Xz coarselyrepresentsthe
modulifunctorwhichassociatesto a schemeS the set of isomorphism
classes
of abelian schemesof dimension2 over S, endowedwith quaternionicmultiplicationand a suitablelevel N+p-structure.(The definition
of the functoris
explainedin [Dr] and [Rob].)
Consider the model X := X7 0 Zp of X over Zp. Let Xp denote the
special fiberof X. By the workof Deligne-Rapoport[DeRa] and Katz-Mazur
[KaMa] (see also [Rob, Ch. 4], in particularthe remarkat the end of the
introduction
of ?4), the following
holds. Let X' be the Shimuracurvedenoted
in
[BD1, ?1.3]. Denote by X' its Drinfeldmodel over Zp, and by
XN+,N-/P
X' the special fiberat p of X'. The fiberXp is the unionof two copies of X'
at the supersingular
crossingtransversally
pointsofX'. A pointon X' is called
supersingularif it correspondsto an abelian surfaceoverFp togetherwithits
additionalstructure,havingendomorphism
ringequal to an Eichlerorderin a
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quaternionalgebra. This orderis necessarilyan Eichlerorderof level N+ in
the definitequaternionalgebraofdiscriminant
N-, bythe workofWaterhouse
[Wa]. By abuse of language,we call supersingularalso the (ordinary)double
pointsof Xp. Let s E Xp be any such point. It is definedeitheroverFp or over
Fp2. Viewings as a pointon X overthe ringW(Fp) of Witt vectorsof Fp, we
see that its strictlocalizationis ofthe form
)

p

W(Fp)~xAA/xy

wherethe "widthof singularity"k = k, is > 1. The model X is regularat s if
and onlyif ks is equal to 1.
We need also considerthe behaviourunder base-changeof X. Given a
local fieldF of residuecharacteristic
p, writeR forits ringof integers.Let
of R, and let e be the ramificationindex of R over Zp.
7rbe a uniformizer
Considerthe base change XR = X 0 R of X to R. The singularitiesof the
special fiberXr of XR correspondbijectivelyto the ordinarydouble pointsof
Xp. Suppose that the strictlocalizationof a double pointof Xp is of the form
point
W(Fp) ~x,yij/(xy- pk). Then the strictlocalizationofthe corresponding
on Xr is
W(Fp)

x,

y(xy

-

7

)ek

Thus the singularitiesof the special fiberof XR are ordinarydouble points,
to the double pointsof Xp, and theirwidthgets multipliedby
corresponding
the ramification
indexe.
It is importantforus to have a descriptionof the group of connected
componentsofthe fiberat 7rofthe NeronmodelJ overF ofthejacobian ofX.
Let sl, ... , st be the supersingularpoints of Xir, with respective width k1,...

,

kt

(relativeto the uniformizer
7r). The work of Raynaud [Ray 1] relates the
Picard schemePic(X) to 5. Buildingon this,Grothendieck[Groth]givesthe
following
descriptionof the groupof connectedcomponents1 = b=
of the special fiberJr of 5. There is a canonicalidentification
0 =Pic0(X4
ofX are ordinarydouble points,Pic?(X), and hence ,
Since the singularities
have semistablereductionat 7r.The charactergroupMOofthe maximaltorus
ofJr is equal to the groupofdegreezerodivisorswithZ-coefficients
supported
on Si,... ,st. The work of Waterhouse(see [Wa], and [Rob, Thm. 4.2.2])
showsthat the map sendingsi to its endomorphism
ringRi inducesa bijection
betweenthe set of supersingularpointsand the set of orientedEichlerorders
withthe
R1, ... , Rt introducedin the previoussection.Hence MOis identified
kernelof the degreemap M -? 2, whereM is the moduleof Section 1. Given
a Z-moduleA, we writeAv forits Z-dual Hom(A, Z). Let
(,

): MO x M0

-+

Z
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be defined as the restrictionto MO of the pairing of the previous section, and
let
M0
MO:

,Mv

be the induced map. One can show that the width of singularityki is equal to
ewi. (Recall that wi is equal to 2#(RX).)
THEOREM 2.1 (Grothendieck).
1. The pairing e(,

)

is equal to the monodromypairing on MO.

2. There is a canonical identification
4 = coker(Mo

MoV?

,

where XZis the map induced by the pairing (,
Proof.
1. See Grothendieck,loc. cit., Thm. 12.5, and [Ray 2, pp. 16-17].
2. Grothendieck,loc. cit., Thm. 11.5.
The monodromy pairing e(,

) on Mo gives rise to a

pairing

[]: 4 x 4D - + Q/z

(which we still call the monodromypairing by abuse of terminology),in the following way. The map eq induces an isomorphism fromMo 0Q to Hom(Mo, Q),
which allows us to extend the pairing e(, ) to a Q-valued pairing on M'v C
Hom(Mo, Q). The reader will check that passing to the quotient gives rise to
a well-definedpairing on 4 = M0v/eq(MO),with values in Q/Z.
As a corollary we obtain:
COROLLARY 2.2.

1. There is an exact sequence
'
?

Mo

Mo

4D

>-

M~V/?(MO)

>_

O.

2. Given vi and V2 in Mo,
[IvliKv2] = -(vl,v2)

(mod 7Z).

An alternate description of 1, also based on the work of Raynaud, is given
in [MaRa].
Example. Given a discrete valuation ringextension R of Zl1, with absolute
ramificationdegree e, and letting7rdenote a uniformizerof R, as an example we
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computein termsofthe above descriptionthe groupofconnectedcomponents
of the fiberat 7rof the modularcurveX = Xo(II) = X11,. There are two
singularpointssl and S2 on X, withwidthofsingularity
ki = 2e and k2 = 3e.
(They correspondto supersingular
ellipticcurvesin characteristic
11, havingjinvariantequal to 1728 and 0, respectively.)The fiberX, has two components
C and C', crossingat s, and S2. The charactergroupMOofthe maximaltorus
is equal to 2(sl-s2). The pairing(, ) is characterizedby (sl-S2, s1-s2) = 5e,
so that 1 is a cyclicgroupof order5e.
3. Heegner points and connected components
In this section,we describethe natural image in Ibnof the divisorsof
degreezero on X(H,) supportedon the Heegnerpointsof conductorcp'. Let
G, be Gal(Hn/H). The group Gn is cyclicof orderen. Let p be a primeof
Hnabove p, and let Xp be the fiberat p ofthe base changeof X to the ringof
integersofthe completionof Hn at p. Let P be a Heegnerpointof conductor
of thesepoints.)
cpn. (Cf. [BD1, ?2.1] forthe definition
LEMMA

pointin Xp.

The HeegnerpointP reducesmodulop to a supersingular

3.1.

of X ([Rob]), the Heegner
Proof. In view of the modularinterpretation
and
pointP correspondsto an abelian surfacewithquaternionicmultiplication
level structure,and the ringof endomorphisms
of the modulus P is equal to
the orderOn of K of conductorcpn. This abelian surfaceis isogenousto a
is
productE x E, whereE is an ellipticcurvewhose ringof endomorphisms
equal to an orderof K. Since p is inertin K, the curveE has supersingular
reduction at p. The claim follows.

Identifyin the natural way the module of divisors,resp. of divisorsof
degree zero supportedon the supersingularpoints of Xp with M, resp. Mo.
Let Divhp,resp.Divhp denotethe moduleofformaldivisors,resp.degreezero
divisorssupportedon the Heegnerpointsof conductorcpn.
Lemma 3.1 allows us to definea reductionmap
p: Divhp -,

@DIpM

Corollary2.2 givesthe exact sequence
0

ffM

M

l'*n

--

>,Dlp(M&/0(Mo))

0,

whereby abuse of notationwe denoteby n also the map on fplpMo
THEOREM

3.2.

Let D be a divisorin Divohp,and let D be the natural

image of D in 4N. Then

D = np(D)
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Proof. Givena primep ofH?I above p, let pp: Divhp-? M, resp.As: MO

ofthe map p, resp. a. Note that Adfactorsas
4p, denotethe p-component
M0 C M

-

MV

aid,

whereX is inducedby the pairingon M definedin the previoussection,and 7r
is equal to the dual of MO C M composedwiththe projectionof MOJonto Ip
determinedby Theorem2.1. IdentifyM withthe free Z-modulegeneratedby
the supersingular points s1,...

,

St of Xp, and write sv, ..

S/for the dual basis

.,

of Mv relativeto the standardscalar product. If pp(D) is equal to EZt=,ni
Si, then its image qpp(D) in Mv is Et=, wini *sfS. Thus, by the formula
(2.3) of the Appendix,Theorem3.2 is equivalentto the equalitywi = m(si),
wherethe numbersm(si) are definedin Section 2 of the Appendix. Let Hp
be the completion of H?I at p. Write HPnr for the completion of the maximal
unramifiedextensionof H1, R forthe ringof integersof HP` , and 7rR fora
uniformizer
of R. Observethat in orderto apply the resultsof the Appendix,
to
we have pull back our objects to R.
Let nowP be a Heegnerpointofconductorcp'. We firstconsiderthe case
of modular curves. Here P corresponds to a diagram (E

-

-

E', /3),where we

may assume that E, resp. E' is an ellipticcurvedefinedoverH1,,- resp. HI,
and wherea: E -> E' is an isogenyof degreep and d denotesthe prime-to-p
levelstructurecarriedby P. ViewingE and E' as ellipticcurvesoverR/pR =
R/7r-R, we let F: E -->E(P) be the Frobeniusmorphism.By formula(3.3) of
the Appendixand by the above remarks,we are reducedto showingthat E(P)
and E' are not isomorphicoverR/7r2R.This is a consequenceofLubin-Tate's
offormal
theoryofformalmoduliand ofGross'workon quasi-canonicalliftings
groups. More precisely,let m(E') E 7rRR,resp. m(E(P)) E 7rR(R/pR)denote
the formalmodulusofE', resp.E(P), definedas in [LT, ?3]. By Proposition5.3
of [Gr3,part3], ordRm(E') is equal to 1. On the otherhand,sinceE is defined
overH1_1 and H?I is totallyramifiedoverH1,- we findthat m(E(P)) belongs
to 4r[H:nHn-l](R/pR).Since formalmoduliclassifyliftingsofformalgroupsup
to isomorphism(see [LT, Thm. 3.1 and Prop. 3.3]), this provesTheorem3.2
in the case of modularcurves.
In the generalcase, the local studyof Heegnerpointson Shimuracurves
offormalgroupsofdimension
reducesto similarconsiderations
on deformations
one: See Section4 of the Appendix,and in particularProposition4.2. This
concludesthe proofof Theorem3.2.
4. Proof of Theorem A
Let EDbe the freeZ-moduleof formallinearcombinationsof Gross points
ofconductorc. Givena HeegnerpointP ofconductorcp' and a primep ofH?I
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determinesan embedding
above p, the reductionmodulop of endomorphisms
extends
-,n > Ri, whereRi is one ofthe Eichlerordersabove. This embedding
to an embedding b: 0 -> Ri, sincethereare no optimalembeddingsoforders
of conductordivisibleby p intothe Ri (cf. [BD1, Lemma 2.1]).
PROPOSITION

4.1.

The embedding b: 0

Ri is optimal.

--

Proof. Let P., E X(Hi) be the Heegner point such that the divisors
Up"lP., and NormHn/H1Pon X are equal. (See the discussionin [BD1, ?2.4].)
Let P' E X'(H) be the image of P. by the natural projection. (Recall that
X' is the Shimuracurveintroducedin ?2.) Note that P' has endomorphism
ring 0, and the embedding b is equal to the reductionmodulo p of the endomorphismsof P'. It is a consequenceof [GZ, Proposition7.3] that b is
D
optimal.
Proposition4.1 allows us to definea map
st: D ivhp __ffpI Id.
We definethe action of the Galois group A on (DppIDby permutationof the
note that
summands: JfplpD:=Ind/)(ID) as a A-module.With thisdefinition,
I is A-equivariant. Recall also fromSection 1 that A acts on ED. We may
extendthis action diagonallyto hypeID.
LEMMA 4.2.

The two actions of A on (DplpDagreeon Im(T).

Proof. Fix a primep ofH above p, and let At: Divhp-? ID be the natural
map obtained by composing' with the projectionon the componentat p.
With P' as in the proofofProposition4.1, the claim amountsto showingthat
forall a in A
qt ((P

)

) =

at (P

)

,

side is the one consideredin Section1.
wherethe actionof A on the right-hand
Let s E M be the reductionmodulop of P', so that Tp1(P') correspondsto the
reductionmodulop of endomorphisms
A: End(P')

-> End(s).

a' such that
Let a be the elementof Pic(O) representing
a = Hom((P') , P').
It followsfromProposition7.3 of [GZ] that Hom(s', s) is equal to End(s)a,
wherewe let s' denotethe reductionmodulop of (P')'. Observethat End(s')
is the rightorderofHom(s', s), so that reductionmodulop ofendomorphisms
givesriseto an optimalembedding
I:
'

= End((P')f)

-

R' = End(s').
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But 4' is equal to O' by definition;
see [GrI, p. 134].
Let w)be the naturalmap fromG,,peID
to fflpM. Then we have a natural
commutativediagramof Galois and Hecke equivariantmaps
Divhp

49

(*)

-hlpp

P >
w

,

=1
,IM

fllM.

By tensoringwithOf[X],we extendn to a map fromfflpMoX Of[X]to 4bJfx0
Of[X],and denoteit by the same symbol.
Proof of TheoremA. Notingthat WN acts as -1 on f ([BD1, ?1.8 and
2.8]), so that WNrif =-f,
we have the chain of equalities
[&nn

X]n

[KP f((Pn)

4

-

-

(WNPn))X, v P((Pn)

n ((PPn)X,

-

(WNPn ))f x]n (by

Thm. 3.2)

(by Cor. 2.2)

(PPn)fX)

4
(W(qPn)X, W(qPn)fX) (by the commutativediagram(*))
en
d
1 L(f/K X ) )d.u2.-nf

(fIf)

en

(mod Of([X]),

wherethe last equalityfollowsfromTheorem1.1.
Remark. We may combinethe formulaeof TheoremA corresponding
to
the variousn in a singlestatement.Let
4Ax:=

lim4n,
n

wherethe inverselimitis withrespectto the maps of multiplication
by p. By
Theorem2.1, thereis a surjection(whichis well-defined
to
from
up sign)
Io
to (N 0pMv p. The monodromy
pairings[, In giveriseto a canonicalpairing
[~0 C0o

4DX0 xD C0 -,- zP.

Denote by iaLfthe naturalimage in Ibc of the norm-compatible
sequence of
Heegnerdivisors(af). Then, TheoremA can be restatedas follows:
THEOREM 4.3.
Suppose thatX is a primitive character of A. Then we
have the equalityin Of [Xl

L(f /KjX:1)
fx
laoIao
10 (fif)

[f,x

Vd. U2

2
* flf
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5. A rigid analytic Gross-Zagier formula
In [BD1], we formulateconjecturesforellipticcurveswithvalues in anticyclotomictowers,whichare analoguesofthe conjecturesof Mazur, Tate and
ofQ [MTT], and whichcontainnew
TeitelbaumforthecyclotomicZP-extension
arithmeticfeaturesthat have no counterpartin the settingof [MTT]. Here we
pointout that the resultscontainedin thispaper givea proofofan important
special case of our conjectures,preciselyConjecture5.5 of subsection5.2.
so that it
Suppose that c= 1 and that f has rationalFouriercoefficients,
correspondsto an isogenyclass ofellipticcurvesdefinedoverQ. AnyE in this
reductionat our fixedprimep (whichis inert
isogenyclass has multiplicative
in K). By the Jacquet-Langlandscorrespondence
thereare maps
7rE*:

J-? E,

irk: E-?> J

(cf.[BD1, ?1.9]). Herethemap 7r*is thedual ofthe Shimuracurveparametrization 7rE*. We assume that irE* has connectedkernel,or equivalentlythat 7r*
is injective.We definethe degreeof 7rE*to be the positiveintegerdX correspondingto the endomorphism
7rE*07r* ofE. Thereis also a classicalmodular
ofminimaldegreedx0(N)fromXo(N) to the strongWeil
curveparametrization
curveE' in the isogenyclass of E. Let 6x be the ratio dx/dxo(N),and let Q
be the complexperiod associatedto E'.
Since p is inertin K, the curveE/Kp has split multiplicativereduction.
Let
?n = @plp t,

be the group of connectedcomponentsat p of the Neron model of E over
Hn. By Tate's theory,4DE is isomorphic(up to sign) to Z/encpZ,wherecp
ordp(qE). Let Hn~pstand forHn 0 Qp. Define

E (Hoop) : limE(Hn~p)
n

E := lmni
n

wherethe inverselimitsare takenwithrespectto the normand the multiplication by p maps respectively.Note that thereis a surjectionfromIE to 7Z,
whichinducesa map
AqE

E(H, P) -+ZP

by specializingto the groupof connectedcomponents.
Let Yn 7= TE*(a2n) E E(Hn). The HeegnerpointsYn are norm-compatible
and, by [BD1, ?2.5], NormHn/KYn= 0. The readershould thinkof AqE((yn))
as the leading coefficient
of the p-adic L-functionassociated to the sequence
(Yn)- (See [BD1, ?2.7] formoredetails.)

5.1.
E= E'). We have
THEOREM

AssumethatE is isolatedin its isogenyclass (so that
(Y)2=

L(EK11)4

u2 6X .C
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Proof. The group pE is equipped withthe monodromypairing
__
[ E,n: 4Dn X 4DE
?2/Z,

whosepth component
[, ]E, is characterizedby [1,1]E,
eEc. =
7rE*: 4Dn-

Let

bn

be the map on connectedcomponentsinducedby 7TE*. Write1 forthe trivial
characterof i\. The numberAqE((Yn))2 is equal to [LrE*Ot 7rE*a1]En* (enCp)
modulo en. Hence
cpen AqE ((Yn)

E*a

-

E* n]En =an,

IFEIFE*Oan]nl-

Observethat TETE* is equal to dx7rfactingon 4n. This can be seen by noting
that 7rE7rE*is necessarilyan integermultipleof 7rf,and
(7r*7rE*)2= dx7r*7rE*.

Definenow rf to be dx7rf,so that nf = dx. Then by TheoremA,
Ce
7r7r
an:
Ce(n~=

1 L(f/IKI

C
_e
[n:
Ctn

Ul(f )

en

l)

V

2d

(mod E).

Usingthe factthat (f f) is equal to dx0(N)Q,we find
AqE ((Yn )2

L(E/K,1)

=

. 2

8X .

v

as was to be shown.

D1

Remarks. 1. The formulaof Theorem5.1 may be seen as an analogue of
the formulaof Gross-Zagier,in the rigidanalyticsetting,and of the theorem
of Greenberg-Stevens
[GS], in the anticyclotomic
setting.
2. TheoremA showsthat the sequenceof Heegnerpoints (Yn) maps nontriviallyto the groupof connectedcomponentsJOOpreciselywhenL(E/K, 1)
is nonzero.On the otherhand,it is alwayseasy to constructnormcompatible
sequencesof local pointson E whose normto Kp is equal to zero, and whose
image in JOOis nontrivial.This followsfromthe factthat the period qE is a
local universalnormin the anticyclotomic
Zp-extensionof Kp.
3. The classical Birchand Swinnerton-Dyer
conjecturepredictsthat
L(F/K 1) = #x (E/K)

fI Ce2fI ce

ijN+

ejN-

(#(E(K)tors)2

.

d (u/2)2)1,

wherece is the numberofconnectedcomponentsofthe fiberat f ofthe Neron
model of E overQ. Combiningthis withTheorem5.1 suggeststhat
(6x)1=

fi

ce (mod (?QX)2)

el(N-/p)
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It would be interesting
to investigatewhen this equalityholds not just up to
workof Ribet and Takahashi
squares. In this connection,see the forthcoming
[RT].
6. Kolyvagin cohomology classes
Let A denote the abelian varietyAf of the introduction.We construct
cohomologyclasses in H1 (H, Aen,)fromHeegnerpointson X definedoverringclass fieldextensionsof Hn, and we studytheirramification
properties.These
classes willbe used in the nextsectionto bound the Mordell-WeilgroupA(H).
Preliminaries.If L is a numberfield,we writeGL forits absolute Galois
group,and GM/L forthe Galois groupof a finiteGalois fieldextensionM/L.
We denoteby Frobe(M/L) the Frobeniuselementattachedto a primef of L
in M. It is a well-defined
whichis unramified
conjugacyclass in GM/L.
Fromnowon we let 7Fdenotethe algebrageneratedbythe Heckeoperators
ofT onto
inducesan isomorphism
actingon A. The map ofqofthe introduction
of f. We will write
the ringOf generatedover Z by the Fouriercoefficients
Te to denote the image of the ?th Hecke operatorin 7r. The ring7Fneed not
be integrallyclosed: let IFbe the integralclosureof 7Fin its fractionfield,and
let t be the exponentof 7Fin tr. The adelic Tate module T(A) := lim Am is
m

endowedwith a natural action of GQ, and T(A) 0T IF is freeof rank 2 over
IF0^. Choosinga basis givesGalois representations
P: GQ - GL2(7 &FZ),

and

Pm: GQ - GL2(7r/tm7r),

forall positiveintegersm. Let Fm denote the smallestfieldextensionof H
throughwhichPmfactors.Note that Am is definedoverFm.
Given a square-freeproductt = II f of primesf such that (cp,?) = 1, let
Hn[t]denotethecompositumofHn withthering-classfieldK[t] ofconductort.
Writegt forGal(Hn[t]/Hn)and 9t forGal(Hn[t]/H). Thus we have canonical
identifications
gt= Gn x gt and gt= 1l}gA
Definition.A primef is a Kolyvaginprime (relativeto n) if f does not
divide 2c(p + 1)N, and satisfies
Frobj(Fen/Q) =

[T],

whereT denotesa fixedcomplexconjugationin GQ.
Let f be a Kolyvaginprimerelativeto n. Then, the group5; is cyclicof
ordert + 1.
LEMMA 6.1. If f is a Kolyvaginprime relativeto n, thenTe belongsto
en7 and f + 1 is divisiblebyen
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Proof. By the Eichler-Shimura relation, the characteristic polynomial of
Pen(Frobe) is equal to x2 - Tex + T. The characteristic polynomial of Pen(T) is
equal to x2 - 1. It followsthat f + 1 is divisible by ten, and the image of Te in
IF0 Z is divisible by ten, so that Te belongs to enTI.
D
Fix a generator a, resp. of forGn, resp. gf, and write Norm, resp. Norme,
forthe associated norm operators. Define Kolyvagin's derivative operators
en-1

D =ZIicr,

De =ZFict.
i=1

i=l

The followingequations hold:
(1)

(a-I)D

= en-Norm,

(a

- 1)Di = (? + 1) -Norme.

Given a square-freeproduct t of Kolyvagin primes, let Dt E Z[9t], resp. Dt E
Z[9t] stand for
Di, resp. D flf Di. When t = 1 is the empty product, we
mean that Dt is equal to D.
For all the t as before,the results of [BD1, ?2.5] allow us to defineHeegner
points aon(t) E A(Hn[t]) satisfyingthe relations

rin

(2)

Norm(an(t)) = 0,

Normj(an(t))

=

Tean(t/f).

Let an denote the Heegner point corresponding to the empty product. (The
point an is the image in A of the Heegner point an of the previous sections.)
Let 4,A resp. DAt be the group of connected components at p of the Neron
model of A over Hn, resp. Hn[t]. Since the primes of Hn over p are unramified
in Hn[t],we have (4DAj)t = DA . Let Dtdn(t) be the image of Dtcen(t) in 4At.
1. The natural image Qn(t) of Dtan(t) in (A(Hn[t])/en
A(Hn [t])) is fixedbygt.
2. The element Dtdn(t) belongs to DA.
LEMMA 6.2.

Proof. Part 1 follows fromequations (1) and (2), combined with Lemma
6.1. To prove part 2, it is enough to show that Dtocn(t) is fixed by gt. Let f
be a prime dividing t. Then we have
(ai - 1)Dt-n (t) = (V + i)Dt-n (t) -

Dtatn(t/)

Since Norm acts as multiplication by en on 4JA and kills an(t) and an(t/4),
we find that on(t) and an(t/f) belong to (An~t)en. The result follows from
Lemma 6.1.
LEMMA 6.3.
dentlyof n and t.

The order of the group A(Hn[tl)tors is bounded indepen-

Proof. Choose two primes qi and q2 which are inert in K and do not
divide N. The residue fieldof Hn[t] at any prime above qi is Fq2, and likewise
for q2. Since A(Hn[tl)tors injects in A(]Fq2) e A(]Fq2), the claim follows.
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In viewofLemma 6.3, definean absoluteintegerconstanta whichannihilates Aen(Hn[t]) forall n and t, and the groups4Ie] of connectedcomponents
at f of A/Q, forall primesf whichdivideN and are split in K.
Constructionof the Kolyvaginclasses. Recall the en-descentexact sequence overHn[t]:

o --

A(Hn[t])/enA(Hn[t])

) H1 (Hnr[t],Aen)-- H1 (Hn [t],A)en -?0,

and let cn(t)00= -6Qn(t) be the natural image of -Dtan(t)

By Lemma 6.2, the class Cn (t)00belongsto H1 (HnI[t],Aen).
Serre spectral sequence HW(9t

Hi (Hn [t],Aen))

Aen(Hn [t]) )nf

rs

The Hochschild-

H'+j (H, Aen) gives rise to

=

the exact sequence (inflation-restriction):
H1(5

in H1 (HnI[t],Aen).

H1 (HI Aen)
H1(Hn[t], Aen)-t

H2(9t, Aen(Hn[tl)).

-

Hencethereexistsa class cn(t)0in H1(H, Aen) suchthatres(cn(t)0)= acn(t)00.
This class is welldefinedin H1 (H, Aen), modulothe imageofthe inflationmap.
Thus the class cn(t) = acn(t)0 is well definedin H1(H, Aen).
class asWe call the class cn(t) E H1 (H, Aen) the Kolyvagincohomology
sociated to n and to the productt of Kolyvaginprimes(relativeto n). The
to the emptyproductt = 1 will also be denotedby
class cn(l) corresponding
The
of
this
remainder
sectionis devotedto a studyofthe Kolyvaginclasses
cn.
Cn(t)

Explicitdescriptionof cn(t). We will have use forthe followingexplicit
formulaforthe class cn(t). Let [Dtl0(t)] be a (fixed) point in A(H) such that
en[D(t)]

=

For all -yE GH, the point (-y- 1)Dtan(t) belongs to

Dtan(t).

enA(Hn[t])by Lemma 6.2. Let (Y-1)bDtan(t) be a point in A(Hn[t]) such that
en (Y-1)etan(t)

= (-y

1)Dtan(t).

This pointis welldefinedmoduloAen(H,[tl),

and hencethe point a (Y-1)Dtctn(t) is uniquelydefined.Definea cochaincn(t)'
withvalues in Aen by the formula
c(t)/ )
Cn(t)Qy)

=

)[Dt(t)
(-1-)
-a(-y - 1)

[en

1+

+ a

-

Dt n(t)

en

The cochain cn(t)' is not a cocycle in general. One checks,however,that
its coboundarydcn(t)'AQy,y2)= cn(t)'(-ft2) - (cn(t)AQy1)
+YiCn(t)'(Q2)) takes
values in Aen(Hn[t]),so that the class acn(t)' is a cocycle. As McCallum [McC]
has remarked,we have:
LEMMA 6.4.

acn(t)'

The Kolyvaginclass cn(t) is representedby the cocycle
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Proof. A directcomputation.
Actionof complexconjugation.Definea signw to be -1 ifA/Qphas split
multiplicativereduction,and to be +1 if A/Qp has nonsplitmultiplicative
reduction.
PROPOSITION 6.5.
IYCn

M)

Thereexists-yE A such thatTcn(t) = (-i)#{it}w

*

Proof. By [BD1, Prop. 2.5], we have Tan(t) = -w-y'an(t), for some ele-

ment-y'of Gal(Hn[t]/K). Using equation (2) and Lemma 6.1, we see that a
directcalculationprovesthe claim. (See [Gr2,Prop. 5.4].)

Descent Modules. Given a rationalprimef and a numberfieldF, we let
Fe be DXAjeFX,
wherethe sum is takenoverthe primesA of F above f and FAx
denotesthe completionof F at A. We extend additivelyfunctorsdefinedon
finiteextensionsof Qe. Thus, forinstance,H1(He, A) :
A), etc.
AXjeH1(HA,
Recall the descentexact sequence:
0

-?

A(H)/enA(H)

-?

H1(HIAen)

H1 (HA)en

-?

-0 .

exact sequence of local
For each primef of K thereis also a corresponding
cohomologygroups,obtainedby replacingH by He. Both of these sequences
respectthe naturalactionsof the Hecke algebra7Fand the Galois group A.
Let W C H1(HAen) be the image of A(H)/enA(H), and let X =
H1(HA)en be the cokernel. Denote by We and Xe the local counterparts
of thesegroups,foreach primet.
We will need an explicitdescriptionof the modules We and Xe, at least
whenf is a Kolyvaginprimerelativeto n and whenf = p.
LEMMA 6.6.
Suppose that t is a Kolyvaginprime. Then thereis a
canonicalA and 7-equivariantisomorphism
bPe:Xe

-?

Hom(ge,We).

be the maximalunramifield
extensionofHe.
Proof. Let H nr - eX1,Hiunr
Since f is a Kolyvaginprime,we have by the inflation-restriction
sequence
Xe =

H1(H

nrIAe )Frobf

Hom(Gal(He/Hjunr), Aen)ob

-

Hom(g, Ae (He))

Finally,we identifyAen(He) = (EXjeAen(HA)with We = (EXjeA(HA)/enA(HA)
via the map e3Xje((f+ 1)FrobA(H/Q)- Te)/en. See [Gr2]formoredetails.
Xe and
Note that the proofof Lemma 6.6 showsthat the I[ZA]-modules
We are both isomorphicto Aen(He) = IndA
Aen'
(1) e
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We now turnto f = p. Let Yp denote H1(Gn1A(Hnrp))en,identifiedby
inflationwitha submoduleof Xp.
Thereis a canonicalz and 7-equivariantinjection

LEMMA6.7.

bp:

Yp

---

Hom(Gn

@n)

givesriseto an
Proof. The Mumford-Tate
theoryofp-adic uniformization
exact sequence
0

-?

0

Un

(MoA)V

-

A(Hn,)

___0,

-?A

whereUHnp is the groupof unitsin HX and MA is the charactergroupof A
at p. TakingGn-cohomology
yields
0

* 4DA _> 4?A - H1 (Gn, Uln p 0 (MA)v)

-

Yp

-

Hom(Gn,4nA),

where J?A denotes the group of connectedcomponentsof A over Hp. The
of the naturalsequence
Gn-cohomology
0

UHnP ( (MO TV

0
& (MO)V

d (MA)V

showsthat H1 (Gn, UHn0p (MA)v) is isomorphicto (Z/en )dim(A). Hence bp
is injective.

Residues and duality.Let ( be a global cohomologyclass in H1 (H, Aen)
If f is a rationalprime,the residueat f of (, denoted&ej, is definedto be the
naturalimage of ( in Xe. If iej is zero, then the image of ( in H1(He, Aen)
belongsto We. We denoteby vet thisimage,whichwe call the value of ( at T.
The class ( has onlyfinitely
manynontrivialresidues,sinceit is unramified
foralmostall primes.Definethe supportSupp(Q) of ( to be the set of primes
of Q at which( has nontrivialresidue.
Choose a polarizationofA, i.e., a Q-isogenyfromA to its dual abelian vaWeil pairing
rietyAV. This choicecombinedwiththe canonicalnondegenerate
0
rise
to
whose
left
a
Aen
Aen
and right
Aen 0 AVev,
Ann
gives
pairing
-en
uen
radical have order bounded independentlyof n. The cup product followed
Galois and Hecke-equivariant
by thismodifiedWeil pairinggivesa symmetric
local Tate pairing
+

( ):

H 1 (Hit.Aen)

x H 1 (Hit.Aen) -- H2 (H.en

)

e

Z/enZ,

whereinvedenotesthe sum of the invariantsat the primesdividingf ([Mi]).
By resultsof Tate, the radical of ( , )e has orderbounded independentlyof
n. The submoduleWe is isotropicfor(, ), and hencethe local Tate pairing
givesriseto
( , )e: We x Xe

-?

/enZ,

whichby abuse of notationwe denotein the same way.
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The following
law of Poitou and Tate is fundamental.
reciprocity
PROPOSITION 6.8 (Global reciprocity). Supposethat'1 and '2 are global
classes in H1(HAen)
with disjoint support. Then we have:

E

=

(vi1,&K2)i

-

E

(Vi62,1K1)e

icSupp(Wi)

icSupp(Q2)

Proof. By the formulaforthe local Tate pairingwe have (vil, &eK2)=
inve((, U 62), forall f in the supportof 62, and likewisefor'1. Hence

E

(Vi61, 192)i

+

E

(Vi6,&9K1)

Z

inVe(&

U 62)

icSupp(Wl)

icSupp(42)

law of class fieldtheory([Mi]). C
The last sum is 0, by the global reciprocity
Local behaviouroftheKolyvaginclasses. We turnto the behaviourofthe
classes cn(t) underlocalization.It mighthelp the readeralreadyfamiliarwith
fromthe cohomology
Kolyvagin'stheoryto noticethat the classes cn(t) differ
for
for
the factthat they
classes consideredby Kolyvagin(see
example [Gr2])
maybe nontrivialnot onlyat tamelyramified(Kolyvagin)primes,but also at
the wildlyramifiedprimep.
PROPOSITION

6.9.

1. If f does not dividept, thenatcn(t) = 0.
2. If f dividest, then:
= VfCn(t/f).
(a) (Inductionformula). 'Of(19fcn(t))(9f)
(b) (Orthogonality
relation). (vfT?[A1]cn(t/f
)09&cn(t))>= 0.
3. The residueapcn(t) belongsto Yp, and
)p(apCn (t) ) (a)

= a2Dtan (t),

whereDtacn(t) denotesthe image ofDtan(t) in 4AnA
Proof.
1. Observethat the extensionHn[t]/H is unramifiedoutsidept. Then,
by [Mal, Prop. 4.3], the groupH1(Gal((Hn[t])e/Ht),A((Hn[t])e)) is naturally
isomorphicto H1(Gal(F(H.[t]),/FH~), JA]).If f is a primeofgood reductionfor
A, then 4)A is trivial,and hence &tcn(t)= 0. If f is inertin K, then Hn[t]/H
has trivialresiduefieldextensionat /, and thus cn(t) restrictsto zero at /.
Finally,if f splits in K and divides N, then our choice of a guaranteesthat
atcn(t) = 0.
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2. By the explicitdescriptionof cn(t), and the descriptionof Xe givenin
the proofof Lemma 6.6, we have the equality
19Cn (t) (Ce) = a2 (oa

-

1)DtA
a(t)
en

in Aen(He). Equations (1) and (2) yield
(oe - 1)Dtan(t)
en

(f + 1)bDt/~en(t)-

Dtitien (t/f)

en

Part (a) now followsfromthe descriptionof the map 4e given in Proposition 6.6, and the congruence
(mod A')
an(t) _ FrobA/(Hn[t]/Q)an(t/f)
forall primesA' of Hn[t]above T. (The above congruenceis a consequenceof
relation.See [Gr2,Prop. 3.7
equation (2), combinedwiththe Eichler-Shimura
and 6.2] formoredetails.)
The proofof (b) in a special case is containedin Proposition3.6(b) of
[B2]. The generalcase is provedalong similarlines.
3. It followsfromLemma 6.4, combinedwithequation (1).
Given a characterX: A -- Z[x]X, let [X]be the Galois orbit of X, and
definethe operatore[X]E Z[A] to be e[X]:_ ExW[xj exa. Let V be a Z[A]module. Unlikethe previoussections,we nowdefineVX := e[X]V. It is a E[A]submoduleofV. The actionofthe groupringZ[A] on VX factorsthroughthe
map Z[A] -- Z[x] induced by X. In this way,VX can and will be viewed as
Then the
a Z[x]-module. Suppose in additionthat V is a Z[GH/Q1-module.
complexconjugationr acts on VX and this action is skew-linearwithrespect
to the action of Z[X], i.e., Trav = aTrv forall v E VX and a E Z[X]. Let VX?'
be the ?-eigenspaceforr actingon VX.
Let cn(t)X be the class e[x]cn(t) in H1(H, Aen)X.
of ?PX
PROPOSITION 6.10. If L(A/KX,1) + 0, thenthe7F[x]-submodule
ofn.
generatedby9pcX has indexboundedindependently
Proof. Since L(A/K, X, 1) is nonzero,then L(f /K,X, 1) is nonzerofor
all the Galois conjugateformsf' of f. Proposition6.10 followsfromTheorem
A combinedwithpart 3 of Proposition6.9.
7. Bounding Mordell-Weil groups
Assumingthat L(A/K, X,1) + 0, we show in this sectionthat the image
ofA(H)/pnA(H) in H1(H, Apn)Xis boundedindependently
ofn, thusproving
TheoremB.
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We will make a shift in notation, letting WX, resp. XX be
(A(H)/pnA(H))X, resp. H1(H, A)pxn,
and likewisefortheirlocal counterparts
Wjxand XX. Moreover,we replacethe class cn(t) definedin Section6 withits
naturalimage in H1 (H, Apn)
)
Givena Z[X]-moduleV, let Vdual be the Pontryagindual Hom(V,Q/Z) of
V, viewedas a E[x]-modulevia the rule a(f (v)) = f (av) forall a E SZX]and
v in V. Considerthe naturalmap
En: WX -?
equal to the composite map Wx

(yX)dual

(X)dual

Vp

(y9X)dual,

where the

secondmap is inducedby the local Tate duality,and the thirdmap is the dual
ofthe naturalinclusionYPXc- XPX.Our proofof TheoremB dividesnaturally
in two steps: firstwe bound uniformly
the image of in, and thenits kernel.
PROPOSITION 7. 1.

ofn.

The orderoftheimageofvn is boundedindependently

Proof. Let C be the submoduleofH1(H, Apn)Xgeneratedover7E[X]
by the
Kolyvaginclass cX. Let P be a pointof WX. By Proposition6.9, the classes in
C have supportonly above p, and by definitionP has emptysupport. Hence
by Proposition6.8, we have
(vPP,x)P

=

O Vx EP(C).

By Proposition6.10, the indexof &~p(C)in YPXis bounded independently
of n.
The resultfollows.
Recall that w is the sign definedin Section6.
COROLLARY 7.2.

Suppose that X =

X.

Then A(H)XW is finite.

Proof. When X = X the module YPXis identifiedwith a submoduleof
whose index in XpXwis bounded independentlyof n. Since vn is requivariant,Proposition7.1 showsthat the map WX7
(xXvw)dual
induced
of n. Hence,by the r-equivarianceof
by vn has imageboundedindependently
the local Tate duality,the naturalimageofA(H)X W in A(Hp)XW X7Zpis finite.
Since the naturalmap A(H)X W -+ A(Hp)X W 0 7p has finitekernel,the claim
follows.
X7Xw,

It is worthrecordingthe followingconsequenceof Corollary7.2.
THEOREM 7.3. Let E be a semistableellipticcurve,havinga primep of
reduction.If L(E/Q,1) is nonzero,thenE(Q) is finite.
nonsplitmultiplicative

Proof. By [Wi] and [TW], E is modular. One choosesan auxiliaryimaginaryquadratic fieldK such that p is inertin K and L(E/K, 1) is nonzero.
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This is possibleby a theoremof Waldspurger[Wald]. In this case, the sign w
is 1 and E(H)l w - E(Q) is finiteby Corollary7.2.
Remark. Note that the proofsofProposition7.1, Corollary7.2 and Theorem7.3 do not use the KolyvaginprimesX,but onlythe wildlyramifiedprime
p. Boundingthe kernelof Enrequiresa moreinvolvedargument,based on the
use of Kolyvaginprimesand the Chebotarevdensitytheorem.
Preliminaries.We beginwithprovingtwo lemmas,whichare used to establishthe importanttechnicalProposition7.6, statingthat a global cohomology class is essentiallydeterminedby its restrictionat the Kolyvaginprimes.
The key ingredientin the proofof Proposition7.6 is the Chebotarevdensity
theorem.
Fromnow on we denotethe fieldFn definedin the previoussectionby F.
Recall that Apnis definedoverF.
LEMMA 7.4.

dentofn.

The orderofH1(GF/HApn) dividesan integerbl indepen-

Proof. This is provedin [KL, Prop. 5.10] along the followinglines. By a
resultof Serre [Se], the image II of the Galois representation
ppncontainsa
groupHo of scalar matricesequal to the naturalimage of 1 + b7ZEin T/pnT,
whereb' is a nonzerointegerindependentofn. The Hochschild-Serre
spectral
sequencefor1Ho< II givesthe exact sequence
0 -O H (H/H0IArn) - H (HApn)

H1(H1, Apn)

Now AprHn
is containedin Ab', and H1 (H,0Apn) is containedin A n/bApn)so
thatthe orderofH1 (HI,Apn)dividesthe orderofA2 . Since bYdoes notdepend
F
on n, the resultfollowsupon takingb1= #A2,.
LEMMA7.5.
followingholds:

There existsa constantb2 independentof n such thatthe

(a) Let U be a submoduleof Apnwhichis stableunderthe action of GF/H.
Thenwe can findu E U+ so thatb2 annihilatesthequotientU/Z[GF/HIu.
whichis stableundertheaction
(b) Let U be a submoduleofHom11(T1[X]2,Apn)
of ZE[X]
[GF/HI Then we can findu E U+ so that b2 annihilatesthe
quotient
U/Z[X][GF/H]U.
Proof.
(a) By replacingU by its pre-imageunderthe naturalprojectionTu(A)
Apn,whereTp(A) denotes the p-adic Tate module of A, we are reduced to
provingthe claim for a submodule U of Tp(A), which is stable under the
action of Zp[GH].
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The Galois groupGH acts naturallyon Tp(A): Let R be the imageofthe
groupring Zp[GH]in End(Tp(A)). By a resultof Serre[Se], R has finiteindex
in End(Tp(A)). Let ? be as beforethe integralclosureof?7in its fractionfield.
Note that Tp(A) O ?7is isomorphicto (T ? ZP)2. Since T has finiteindexin 7,
the naturalinclusionofR in End(Tp(A)) 0 ? -_M2(?7?p)
X
has finitecokernel
of orderindependentof n: let b2 E 7p be an annihilator.
Let U be M2(7 0 Zp)U, viewedas a submoduleof Tp(A) OT T. Then b2
annihilatesU/U, and U = M2(7 0 ZEp)u4,
foru-E U+. Definingu to be b2u
concludesthe proofof part (a).
(b) As before,we may replace U by its pre-imagein Homir(T7[x]2,
Tp(A)).
Let U be M2(?70 Zp)U, viewedas a submoduleof
t2) 0 Zp.
Homir(T7[x]2,
Tp(A)) Orit Homt(t?[X]2,
The last module is identifiedwith (720Zp[X]1V)e(?720p[x]V)

_ 72E7-2, where

T is the ringt 07/p[X],and the actionofM2(T) on T2 is by leftmultiplication,
viewingT2 as columnvectors.Note that T is a semilocalprincipalideal ring,
equal to the productof discretevaluationringswhichare finiteextensionsof
Zp. By workingcomponentby component,we may, and will fromnow on,
assume that T is a discretevaluationring. Projectiononto the second factor
givesan exact sequenceof M2(T)-modules
O-?

U' - U-

U"-O

0.

The modulesU' and U" are eitherzeroor isomorphicto T2 as M2(T)-modules.
If U" is zero, then U = U'. Assume that U" is nonzero,and let ((, ) be an
elementof U such that q generatesU" as an M2(T)-module. If the vectors
( and q are not multiplesof each other by an elementof T 0 Q, we may
finda matrixA G M2(T) such that A(Qv1) = (0,r1). Thus, M2(T)(0<i}) is a
submoduleof U isomorphicto U". If ( and q are proportionalby an element
of T 0 Q, the submoduleM2(T)((, i) is isomorphicto U". In all cases, we
have
U=

U'

U"

as M2(T)-modules. A directcomputationnow showsthat U is generatedover
M2(T) by an elementof U+. The resultfollowsas in the proofof part (a).
Let b denotethe integer(independentof n) bl#(?7[x]/2b2?7[x])2.
PROPOSITION

7.6.

Let ,1 and 62 be cohomologyclasses in H1 (HApn)X,

and letC be theT[X]-moduletheygenerate.Assume thatC is stableuunder
the
action of T, and, if X = -, supposefurtherthat&, and 42 belongto different
eigenspacesfor the action of T. Then thereexist infinitely
many Kolyvagin
primest such thataOSl = aK2 = 0 and such thatthe orderof thekernelof the
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naturalmap
vi: C -+ W

dividesthe constantb.
Proof. It is convenientto treatthe case whenX = X separatelyfromthe

case whenX#

Suppose firstthat X =, so that 41 and 62 belongto different
eigenspaces
forT. This enables us to provethe Propositionforthe TF-modules
generated
by 4, and 62, consideredone at a time. Let ( E H1(H, Apn)Xbe one of the
cohomologyclasses 4, and 62, and let c' E Hom(GF, Apn)Xbe its natural
image by restriction.Call Lf the Galois extensionof F cut out by (', and
hoUs = Gal(L(F) its Galois group. The map c' is a Z[GF/H]-equivariant
momorphism,and it identifiesUf with a submoduleof Apr. Let u be the
elementof U+ producedby Lemma 7.5 (a) applied to the module Up. By the
Chebotarevdensitytheorem,thereexist infinitely
manyprimesf such that
Frobt(L/Q)

= [Tu].

Observethat f is a Kolyvaginprimerelativeto n, and that
Frob~(L/K)=

[TuTu] = [u2].

If an elementSoof TF~is in the kernelof the map ve, then its restrictionA'
to GF satisfiesp'(FrobA(L/F)) = 0 forall primesA of F above X,and hence
- now followsfromLemma 7.4
vanisheson Z[GF/H]U2. The claim when x
and the choiceof u.
Suppose that X 4 X. Let C be the module generatedover Tr[X]by the
classes 4, and 62, and let C' C Hom(GF, Apn) be the naturalrestrictionof C.
Let L be the extensioncut out by C', and let U = GL/F Considerthe leftand
rightnondegenerateKummerpairing
(

,

): C' x U - Apn.

The modulesappearingin thispairingare each endowedwithvariousstructures
comingfromthe natural action of GF/K and fromHecke operators. More
the moduleU is a moduleoverZ[X][GF/H];and
precisely,C' is a ?7[x]-module;
Apnis equipped witha naturalactionofT[GF/H]. The pairing(, ) obeysthe
followingcompatibilitieswithrespectto these actions:
(1) (Tc, u) =T(c, u), forall T E T.
(2) (c,gu) g(c, u), forall g E GF/H.
(3) (ac, u)
(c, d-u), forall a c Z[X].
Hence the Kummerpairinginducesan injectionof Z[x][GF/H]-modules
U

3-*

Homr (C', Apn) - 3 Homr (T [X]2, Apn).
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The last injectionis inducedby our choiceofthe two?7[X]-module
generatorsof
C' comingfrom4, and 42. Let u be the elementofU+ producedby Lemma 7.5
(b) applied to the module U. By the Chebotarevdensitytheorem,thereexist
infinitely
manyprimesf such that
Frob~(L~/Q) = [-Fu].
Observethat f is a Kolyvaginprimerelativeto n. The readerwill checkas in
the case X = that the kernelof the map fromC to Wt has orderdividingb.
PROPOSITION

ofn.

7.7.

The orderofthekernelofvn is boundedindependently

Proof. Let P be an elementin ker(vn). Let C be the submodule of
by P and the Kolyvaginclass cX. Observe
H1(HApn)x generatedover N[X]
that if X is a quadratic character,P and cX belong to different
eigenspaces
forthe action of T. Choose a Kolyvaginprimef satisfyingthe conclusionof
Proposition7.6 appliedto our moduleC. By Kolyvagin'sinductionformulaof
Proposition6.9 and our choiceofX,combinedwithProposition6.10, it follows
that the ratio of the ordersof Tr[x]OAcn(t)xand YPXis bounded independently
of n. Since apcn(f)X belongsto YPXand P belongsto ker(vn),it followsthat
(vpP,ap(T1[x]cn(t)X))p= 0. Hence, by Proposition6.8 we have
(vtP, t(9lr[X]cn(W)x))

= 0-

relationof Proposition6.9,
By the Kolyvaginorthogonality
(vcx, a(Tr[X]cn(W))> - 0-

Since by our choice of f the ordersof T[x]vecx and YPXdifferby an integer
independentof n, the claim followsfroma countingargument.
7.7.

The proofof TheoremB now followsby combiningProposition7.1 and

Remark. (Suppose forsimplicitythat A is an ellipticcurve.) If the sign
of the functionalequation of L(A/K,x,.s) is -1, then one can constructa
canonicalHeegnerpointin A(H)X, and it is expectedthatthispointhas infinite
orderpreciselywhen L'(A/K, X,1) 740. Assumingthis,it is shownin [BD2]
that the rank over Z[x] of A(H)X is equal to 1. The methodsof [BD2] build
directlyon the fundamentalideas of Kolyvagin,whichwere used in [Ko] to
handlethe case X= -X
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8. Mordell-Weil groups in anticyclotomic towers
In this section,we provethat the Mordell-Weilgroupof A oververygeneral anticyclotomictowersis finitelygenerated,under the assumptionthat
"generically"A has analyticrankequal to zero. The precursorof this kindof
is Mazur's conjecturestatingthat A(Q?,) is finitelygenerated,
investigations
of Q. A proofof this conjecture,based
the
being
cyclotomic
Zp-extension
Q,,
on the use of cohomologyclasses made fromSteinbergsymbolsof modular
units,has been announcedby K. Kato [K].
As before,let K be an imaginaryquadratic fieldsuch that L(A/K, s)
vanishesto even orderat s = 1. Fix primesf1,... , {k ofgood reductionforA,
and let K,, denotethe compositumofall the ring-classfieldextensionsofK of
conductorof the form{1 . 4k, whereni,.. . , nk are nonnegativeintegers.
Thus the Galois groupof KOO/K is equal to the productof a finitegroupby
Z#l X ... X Z4. We now proveCorollaryD of the introduction.
Assume thatL(A/K,X,1) is nonzerofor all butfinitely
manyfiniteordercharactersX of Gal(K,,/K). Then the Mordell-Weil group
A(K,,) is finitelygenerated.
THEOREM 8.1.

througha finiteextensionH ofK and suchthat
Proof. GivenX factoring
the special value L(A/K, X, 1) is nonzero,Theorem B shows that A(H)X is
finite.This impliesthat rankzA(K,,) is finite.Theorem8.1 now followsfrom
Lemma 6.3.
Remark.
1. It is expectedthat the nonvanishing
assumptionon the L(A/K, X,1)
alwaysholds in our setting.See [Rol] and [Ro2] forcomputationsgermaneto
our study.
2. Note that it is not necessaryto assume, as customaryin Iwasawa
theory,that the Ci are primesof ordinaryreductionforA.
3. Let f be a primeof good ordinaryreductionforA, and let K,, be the
of an imaginaryquadratic fieldK. Suppose that
Zr-extension
anticyclotomic
all the primesdividingN are split in K, so that the L(A/K, X,s) vanishes
to odd orderat s = 1 forall finiteordercharactersX of Gal(K,,/K). The
resultsof [Bi] (whereA is an ellipticcurve) show, under a mild nontriviality assumptionon a Iwasawa module built up fromHeegnerpoints,that the
Pontryagindual of A(K,,) 0 Q?/Zt and of Selpoc
(A/K,,) has rank 1 overthe
Iwasawa algebraZe fGal(K,,/K)]. The methodofproofoftheseresultsbuilds
on Kolyvagin'stheory.
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Appendix
By BAS EDIXHOVEN

1. Various descriptions of groups of connected components
Let R be a completediscretevaluation ring,with fractionfieldK and
algebraicallyclosedresiduefieldk. Let XK be a smooth,proper,geometrically
connectedcurveoverK. Suppose that X is a nodal model of XK overR, i.e.,
of
X is a properflatR-scheme,its genericfibreis XK and the onlysingularities
the specialfibreXk are ordinarydoublepoints.We willsuppose,forsimplicity,
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that the irreduciblecomponentsof Xk are smooth. Let JK be the jacobian
ofXK, J theNeronmodeloverR ofJK, and J := Jk/ Jk thegroupofconnected
componentsof Jk. Let X -- X be the minimalresolutionof X. We associate
a graph C to X as follows. The set of verticesis the set C of irreducible
componentsof Xk, the set of edges is the set S of singularpointsof Xk. The
verticesmeetingan edge x are the two irreduciblecomponentscontainingx.
The elementsof C are Cartierdivisorson X; hence forany two of them,say
number(C C'). This intersection
pairing
C and C', we have an intersection
definesa morphismof free2-modules:
(1.1)

a,: ZC

-

f

ZC

(C- C') f(C'))

(C

A theoremofRaynaud (see [1,Thm. 9.6/1]) says that J is canonicallyisomorphic to the homologyof the complex:
Z

(1.2)

Z-a

2

+

Z

wherethe map "+" sends f to EC f (C). The isomorphismworksas follows.
Let P be in J(K), let D be a divisoron X such that P is the class of the
restrictionof D to XK. Then P specializes to the elementof J given by
C l- (C

D).

Grothendieckgave anotherdescriptionof J in termsof the monodromy
pairingin [6, Thm. 11.5]; see also [7]. Our aim is to comparethese two descriptions.
We choose an orientationon the graphC; i.e, we choose two maps s and
t fromS to C (s forsourceand t fortarget)such that forall edges x, s(x) and
t(x) are the verticesmeetingx. We get inducedmaps:

(1.3)

8*It*: as~

Zj

8 t*: ,c
sI

ZS

where (s*f)C = Es(x)=cf(x), (s*f)x = f(s(x)), etc. Note that s* is the
adjoint, with respect to the standard innerproductson 2S and EC, of s*.
With this notation,we can definethe usual boundaryand coboundarymaps:
(1.4)

d*:=t*-s*:

2s

) ZI

d*:=t*-s*:

2c -

g~.

By definition,
ker(d*)is thehomologygroupH1(G, 2) and coker(d*)= H1(G, 2)
(the isomorphismsdepend on the orientationchosen). Since C is connected,
ker(d*)= H0(G,2) is the diagonal in EC,and coker(d*) -Ho(G,2) is 2, via
the map +: EC -* 2. A simplecomputationshows:
(1.5)

a -t*-s* + s*t* - SS-t*t*

=-(t*

-

s*)(t* -s*)

= -d*d*.

Let T be the maximaltorusof Jk,and let M := Hom(T, Gm,k)be its character
group. We denote the 2-linear dual of M by MV. It is well known,e.g.
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[6, 12.3.7]or [1, ?9.2, Ex. 8], that M and H1(G,Z) are canonicallyisomorphic.
Let us give an isomorphism.The torusT is the kernelof the pull-backmap
Pic -Pic
-/
1Xwhere nor: xnor -- Xkc is the normalization map. For
Xkk X--+Pi
or/k

each x in $ we can distinguishthe two elementsof nor-1{x} because one of
themlies on s(x) and one on t(x); we denote these two pointsby sx and tx.
Let f be a k*-valuedfunctionon S. Then we can constructa line bundle on
Xk whoseclass is in T(k) as follows:Take the triviallinebundleon Xnor, and,
foreach x in 8, identify
the fiberat sx withthe fibreat tx via multiplication
by f (x). This construction
inducesan isomorphism
betweenMv and HI (G, Z)
whichdoes not depend on the orientationchosen. Passing to duals givesthe
desiredisomorphism.From (1.5) we get the followingcommutativediagram:
(1.6)
0

0

M

?

Z
\diag

id/

,

diag

d*

d

\-

Id*
ZC1+]

I

0

0.

As a consequence,we have the shortexact sequence:
(1.7)

0-

M.

ti

MV

,4

, 0.

A computationshowsthat forall ml and m2 in M:

(1.8)

(i(mnl))(m2) = EmI(X)

M2(X),

which is exactly the value at (ml, M2) of the monodromypairing; see [6,
Thm. 12.5] and [7]. Equations (1.7) and (1.8) togetherare Grothendieck's
descriptionof J. It followsthat the diagram(1.6) givesa translationbetween
Raynaud's and Grothendieck's
descriptionsof J.
Our next objective is to give the relationbetweenthe descriptionsof
M in termsof X and X. Let G be the graph associated to X: The set of
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verticesis the set C of irreduciblecomponentsof Xk, the set of edges is the
set S of singularpointsof Xk, and the verticesmeetingan edge x are the two
componentscontainingx. Let r: X -* X denotethe resolutionmorphism;it
is the compositionof blowingups in the singularpoints. For x in S let w(x)
of R then,locally
be the "width"ofthe singularity
at x: If 7ris a uniformizer
at x forthe etale topology,X is givenby the equation uv =7rw(x). Let x be
in S. It is well knownthat r-1{x} is a chain of w(x) - 1 projectivelines. In
termsofgraphs,this meansthat C is obtainedfromG by replacingeach edge
x of G by a path of w(x) edges:
(1.9)

*

becomes

0

0

.

*

0

It is clearthatan orientationon G inducesan orientationon C. We willassume
thatwe alreadyhaveon C comesfroman orientationon G;
thatthe orientation
two maps S -- C will also be denotedby s and t. It is also
the corresponding
clear that H1(G, Z) and H1(C, Z) are canonicallyisomorphic,and that this
of both of them with M
isomorphismis compatiblewith the identifications
betweenM and H1(G, Z) definedjust as forG).
(thereis an isomorphism
Picture (1.9) suggestsforus to considerthe followingmaps:
(1.10)

,E

hC: ZE

hs: ES

CI-*C,

-z

X-)

S y
yEr-1x

with C the stricttransformof C. By construction,we get a commutative
diagram:
0

,

(I.11I

0

,

M

Z
S

Vd

ihs

thc

z

zC

M

-

d*

zC

+

z

-

0

-

0.

Vid

Dualization givesanothersuch diagram:
0
(1.12)

>jjd

0

d,

diag

I
diag

h

jjv

zC

Mv

d*

d
,

Mv

, 0.
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In this diagramhV and hv are givenby:
S

(1.13)

C

h: ES ->ES)

ye-> r(y),

hv: ZC

ZC

C

nr (C),

wherer*(C) is zero ifr(C) is a point,and r(C) otherwise.
The map hs from(1.10) is infective;the standardinnerproducton ES
inducesthe following
innerproducton ZS:
(1.14)

(-,-)

ZS X 2

(f, g)

->2,

>

w(x)

f(x)

g(x)

xE~S

It followsthat,whenwe view M as a submoduleof ZS and Mv as a quotient
of it, the map (1.7) i: M -* Mv is givenby:
(1.15)

(i(mi))(m2) =

w(x) ml(x) m2(x).

E

xE~S

The discussionup to hereallowsus to translatebetweenRaynaud'sdescription
of 4P in termsof X and Grothendieck'sdescriptionin termsof the PicardLefschetzformulaforX.

2. Specialization of divisors of degree zero
We keep the notationof the previoussection. Since X and X are proper
over R, we can identifyX(K), X(R) and X(R). The closure in X of an
effective
divisoron XK is a Cartierdivisor. Extendingthis by linearitywe
associate to each divisorD on XK a CartierdivisorD on X.
Suppose nowthatD is a divisorofdegreezeroon XK. Then the class ofD
underlinearequivalencecorrespondsto an element,say [D], of J(K) = J(R).
Let +(D) denotethe image of [D] in 4P. By Raynaud's descriptionof 4X,(see
(1.2)), +(D) is givenby the element(C @-> (C . D)) of 7Z. Our aim is to get
an expressionfor+(D) in termsof 7C and Zs. For simplicity,we suppose
that D has supportin the set of K-rationalpointsof X (note that since X is
semistable,one can alwaysreduceto this case by extendingK). Let us write:
D=

(2.1)

P

np P,

wherethe sum rangesthroughthe set X(K) (ofcourse,almostall np are zero,
and theirsum is zero). Each P in X(K) specializesto a unique elementc(P)
of C, since X is regular. With this notation,+(D) is given by the element
Ep np c(P) of C
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Suppose nowthat P is suchthat c(P) is not in C. Let x in S be the image
X. Then we have the following
situation:
ofc(P) underthe morphismr: X
-

(2.2)
S(x)

t(x)
Is.in G,

X

0
X1

X2

Xm(P)

W

S

. . . v---

*
0

*

@ @ @

-

*

Xw(x)

*inG.

c(P)

Note that the integerm(P) is definedby the conditionthat c(P) is the m(P)th
projectiveline in the chain of projectivelines froms(x) to t(x) in X.
Using (1.6) it followsthat ((D) is represented
by the sum ofthe following
two contributions:
(2.3)

E

np c(P) +

c(P)EC

mps(r(c(P)))
p

and

E

np
m(P)

r(c(P)),

c(P)fC

c(P)WC

wherethe firstcontribution
comes fromthe subgroup7c[+] of 2c[+] and the
secondfromZS.
The last thingwe want to do in this sectionis to give a usefulinterpretation of the integersm(P). Suppose that P in X(K) is such that c(P) is
not in C. Let x denote the elementr(c(P)) of S. Let ir be a uniformizer
of R. Let u and v be elementsof the completelocal ring Ox,x such that
Oxx

= R[[u, v]]/(uv - irw(x)). By interchangingu and v, if necessary, we may

and do suppose that (u, r) is the ideal of the branchs(x). Let co,... , Cw(X)
be the irreduciblecomponentsof r-lx, numberedsuch that s(xi) = ci-1 and
t(xi) = ci. For the divisordiv(v) of v on the completionof X along rolx one
has:
w(x)

div(v) = E

(2.4)

i ci.

i=o

To see this,note that blowingup R[u,v]/(uv- 7rn)in the ideal (u, v,wr)gives
the singularityR[Kr-1u,r-1v]/(-1ugr-1u7v rn-2). Equation (2.4) gives the
of m(P):
following
interpretation
w(x)

(2.5)

m(P) = P. (m(P)c(P))

= P

E
i=O

ici = P* div(v) = valR(P*(v)),

wherevalR denotes the valuation on R such that valR(lr) = 1, and where
P* is the morphismof ringsOx,x -* R inducedby the morphismof schemes
P: Spec(R) -* X.
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3. Modular curves
ofthe
The aim of this sectionis to give a modulitheoreticinterpretation
integerm(P) in (2.5), in the case whereXK is a certainmodularcurve.
Fromnow on, let p be a primenumber.We suppose that K has characcoarse
teristiczero and that k has characteristic
p. Let X be the compactified
modulischemeforthealgebraicstackwithobjects ((ae: E -* E')/S/R, 13),with
S an R-scheme,E and E' ellipticcurvesoverS, aran isogenyofdegreep, and i3
levelstructure(of a fixedtype) on E. By [5,V.1] or [9, 13.4],
some prime-to-p
of
the R-schemeX is properand flat,XK is smooth,and the onlysingularities
Xk are ordinarydouble points. We suppose that the level structure03is such
irreducible.Then X satisfiesthe hypothesesof the
that XK is geometrically
beginningof Section 1. The special fibreXk has two irreduciblecomponents;
we call themCOOand Co, withCOOcontainingthe cusp oc and Co the cusp 0.
E
E(P).
Over C, the isogenyaris isomorphicto the relativeFrobeniusF: B
V: (E')(P) -* E'. We choosethe
Over Co, aris isomorphicto the Verschiebung
followingorientationon the graph G of X: For everydouble point x of Xk,
s(x) = Co and t(x) = CO.

Let ((ae: E -*E')/IR, 3) be an R-valued point of the stack mentioned
above,and let P in X(R) denotethe inducedR-valuedpointofX. We suppose
that P specializes to a singularpoint x of Xk; this just means that Ek is
to x
supersingular.Let A be the deformation
ringofthe object corresponding
overcompletelocal R-algebraswithresiduefieldk).
(we considerdeformations
By [5, V, 1.19] or [9, Thms. 5.1.1 and 13.4.7],we can take y and z in A such
of the
that A = R[[y,z]]/(yz - p). Let G be the group of k-automorphisms
to x. Then G acts on A, and by [5, I, 8.2.1] we have
object corresponding
0Xx = AG. The two branchesat x of Xk are fixedby G; hence forall g in
G, g(y)/y and g(x)/x are units in A. Let C be the image of G in Aut(A),
and JGJ
its order.We get a subringR[[u,v]]/(uv-pIGI) of AG by sendingu to
Hgcog(y) and v to fggeog(z). This subringis normal,and the fieldextension
givenby the fractionfieldsof this subringand of A has degree101.It follows
that:
XIx =

(3.1)

R[[u,v]]/(uv -

.

As in Section 2, we assume that u vanisheson the branchCo, and v on CO.
Let ((cOuniv: Euniv

-*

EUniv)/A,

uni)

denote the universal deformation. Then

z is an equation forthe maximalclosed subschemeof Spec(A/pA) overwhich
is isomorphicto EUPniv
El
(use that the analogousstatementis true forthe
deformation
ringoverthe Witt vectorsof k; see [9, Thm. 13.4.7]). Since P in
X(R) arisesfromtheobject ((ae: E -* E')/R, p3),themorphismP*: OXx > R
is inducedfroma morphismP*: A -* R. The elementP* (z) is an equation
forthe maximalclosed subschemeof Spec(R/pR) overwhichE' and E(P) are
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isomorphic.In otherwords,valR(P*(z)) is the maximalintegern such that
E' and E( are isomorphicover R/7rR (as before,ir is a uniformizer
of R).
We have:
(3.2)

valR(P*())

= valR(P*(v))

=

E

gEC

Equation 3.1 impliesthat w(x) =
we see that
(3.3)

m(P) =

valR(P)

valR(P*(g(z)))

= IGI *valR(P*(z)).

valR(p). Puttingeverything
together,

max{rn< valR(p) B'

E

overR/7r'R}.

4. Shimura curves
We will now adapt the argumentsof Section 3 to the case of certain
Shimuracurves.
Let p and K be as in Section3. Let BQ be an indefinite
quaternionalgebra
over Q, of discriminantprimeto p. Let B be a maximalorderin BQ. First
we considerthe algebraicstackM withobjects (E/S/R, i: B -* Ends(E), /3),
whereS is an R-scheme,E/S an abelian schemeof relativedimensiontwo,i
a morphismof rings,and /3some prime-to-plevel structure.See [2] forthe
proofthat thiscategoryis indeedan algebraicstack,and that it is properand
smoothof relativedimensionone overR. We suppose that the level structure
f is such that the fibresof M/R are geometrically
irreducible.We combine
[2, p. 54] with [3, III, 1.5] and see that each such E/S with B-action has a
canonicalprincipalpolarization(the unique principal*-polarization).
In [5, Introduction,?7] it is explainedhow the resultsof [5] and [9] for
modularcurvesimplyresultsforM. Let e be a nontrivialidempotentin Zp? B
(recall that B is split at p). Let (E/S, i,/3)be an object of M. Since Zp 0 B
acts on the p-divisiblegroupE[p'] of E, we get a directsum decomposition
(4.1)

E[p']

=

eE[p']

? (1

-

e)E[p'].

The twotermsin thisdecompositionare isomorphic,
sincee and 1- e are conjugates. The constructionG @-> eG definesan equivalencebetweenthe category
ofp-divisibleS-groupswithan action by B and the categoryofp-divisibleSgroups. Via this equivalence,we can apply the Drinfeldianlevel structuresof
[9, ?1.9] to M. We will onlyconsiderthe level structurecorresponding
to the
Fo(p) levelstructurein the modularcurvecase: It associatesto (E/S/R, i) the
set offinitelocallyfreesubgroupschemesofrankp ofeE[p??], or, equtiivalently,
the set of isogeniesar: (E, i) -* (E', i') (up to isomorphism)of degreep2, with
i': B -* End(E') and oa compatiblewithi and i'.
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Let X be the coarse moduli space forthe algebraic stack with objects
((a: E -* E')/S/R,f), with S an R-scheme,E and E' abelian S-schemes
of relativedimensiontwo, equipped with an action by B, ar as isogenyof
degreep2, and i3 a prime-to-plevel structureas above. Let x be a closed
((ao: E

point of Xk. Let x

-*

E')/k, d) be the object corresponding to x.

Then eE[p'] is a p-divisiblegroupover k, of heighttwo and with associated
formalgroup of dimensionone. The classificationof p-divisiblegroupsover
algebraicallyclosed fieldsimpliesthat eE[p'] is isomorphicto the p-divisible
groupof some ellipticcurveF over k (in fact,if eE[p'] is purelylocal, then
any supersingularellipticcurvewill do, otherwiseany ordinaryellipticcurve
does the job). By the theoremof Serre and Tate [8] and the equivalence
above, the deformationtheoryof x~is equivalentto that of (F/k, e ker(a))
to completelocal R-algebras). It followsthat
(again, we considerdeformations
the deformation
ringof x~is isomorphicto that of (F/k, e ker(a)). It follows
that the only singularitiesof Xk are ordinarydouble points. One now easily
an ampledivisor,thatthe algebraicspace X is in facta
shows,by constructing
the hypothesesofthe beginningofSection1.
projectivecurveoverR, satisfying
(An otherway to see that X is a quasi-projectiveschemeis to provethat the
principallypolarizedabelian
morphismfromM to thestackoftwo-dimensional
varietiesis representableand projective(use Hilbertschemes); see [4, ?5.3].)
We orientthe graphG ofX by demandingthat foreach singularpointx ofXk,
s(x) is the branchon whicharis genericallyetale. The followingproposition
is now a directconsequenceof the resultsof the precedingsections.
Let P in X(R) be induced by an object
PROPOSITION 4.2.
((a: E -* E')/R,f). Suppose thatP specializesto a singularpointx of Xk.
Then the integerm(P) of (2.5) is givenby:
m(P) =
INSTITUT

()

valR(P)

MATH9MATIQUE,

E-mail address:

max{rn< valR(p) E' = E(
CAMPUS

EDIX@CAMPAGNARDE.

DE BEAULIEU,

RENNES,

overR/1r7R}.
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